Examples of Previously Awarded Wellness Grants
College of Engineering – Integrative Systems and Design

Awarded: Canoe Rental for Dept. – ISD Run
Canton Health Center

Awarded: Bikes
Cancer Center Infusion

Awarded: (2) Magic Bullet Blenders
Flint - Office of Undergraduate Admission

**Awarded:** Flint Challenge Program and Healthy Lunch
Nursing 12W - Mott

Awarded: Massage Chair
Pediatrics Genetics

**Awarded:** Water Cooler rental and monthly bottle delivery for one year
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MICHR
Awarded: Team Challenge – Short Day Program
Center for the Education of Women

Awarded: Chair Massages for staff
Michigan Medicine - Revenue Cycle Analytics

Awarded: Elliptical
Dermatology at Domino’s Farms

**Awarded:** Fruit Infuser Tumblers and Fruit and Veggie Club
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Cambridge Michigan Language Assessments (CaMLA)

Awarded: Ikea chair, Ikea footstool, Verilux Happylight Liberty, and HoMedics Massage cushion.
Matthaei Botanical Gardens and Nichols
Awarded: Paint and Pour class, event fee and custom painting of Matthaei
Pediatric Genetics

Awarded: Refrigerator
Dept. of Internal Medicine
Awarded: (5) Stand Up Workstations
Office of Research and Sponsored Projects (ORSP)
Awarded: Tai Chi Class
H.I.T.S.
Awarded: Small Fitness Items